




Standard Certificate Extensions (1.)

version 3 introduces a mechanism whereby certificates can be 
extended, in a standardized and generic fashion, to include 
additional information;

certificates are not constrained to only the standard extensions 
and anyone can register an extension with the appropriate 
authorities (e.g., ISO);

standard extensions for public key certificates can be separated 
into the following groups:

key information;

policy information;

user and CA attributes;

certification path constraints



authority key identifier: specifies a unique identifier of the key 
pair used by the CA to sign the certificate;

subject key identifier: serves much the same purpose as the 
authority key identifier;

key usage: specifies the inetnded use(s) of the key. The following
list represents the settings for the key usage field:  certificate 
signing (e.g., a CA key pair), CRL signing, digital signature, 
symmetric key encryption for key transfer, data encryption (other 
than a symmetric key);

private key usage period: specifies the date on which the signing 
private key expires for a user’s digital signature key pair

Standard Certificate Extensions (2.)

subject alternative name: specifies one or more unique 
names for the certificate subject; the permissible name 
forms are Internet e-mail address, Internet IP address, 
, web URL
the policy information extensions provide a mechanism 
for the CA to distribute information regarding the ways 
a particular certificate should be used and interpreted;
certificate policies: specifies the policies under which
the certificate was issued to the user and/or the types of 
uses applicable to the certificate; certificate policies 
are represented by specially-formatted numbers, 
known as object identifiers;

Standard Certificate Extensions (3.)



Modelli di Notifica di Revoca
pull method
push model
online status checking

Schemi di Notifica della Revoca:

Schemi off-line:
Certificate Revocation List
Certification / Revocation System
Certificate Revocation Tree 
…

Schemi on-line:
On-line Certificate Status Protocol
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Estensioni delle CRL

general extensions: CRL number, reason code 

- key compromise;

- CA compromise;

- affiliation change;

-cessation of operation;







Serial Number Status
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Performance Evaluation Criteria

• Timeliness

• Involved computational load

• Communication traffic induced 
on the network



Problemi di PKI

• RA sempre disponibile 
• CA rapida anche nella gestione della CRL
• Collo di bottiglia (n° max di utenti)
• Ente degno di fiducia
• Interrogazione della CRL
• Vita della chiave di firma

Trust Models
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certificate chains and certification paths:
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CA5{CA4}}, 
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certificate 
chain

• centralized trust model;

• distributed trust model



General Hierarchical Structure

it is easy to construct a certification path between any pair of end-
entities, regardless of how each end-entity determines which CA it is 
prepared to accept as root CA;

this model scales reasonably well; provides means for constructing 
reasonably short certification paths;

complicating factor is trust

CA1

CA2 CA3

CA4 CA6

added links are called cross-certificates
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General Hierarchical Structure with 
additional links
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Cross-Certificates

Unibo<ComuneBO>

ComuneBO’s  
verification public 

key

Unibo’s signing
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Top-down Hierarchical Structure

U1 U2 U3

CA1 (“Root”)
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Drawbacks:
all trust depends on the root key;

certificate chains also for two entities on the same CA;

certificate chains long in deep hierarchies.



Distributed Trust Model

Trust is rooted at the CA close to the end users

cross
certification
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Progressive-Constraint Trust Model
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X.509 Certificate Policies

certificate policy: a named set of rules that indicates the applicability of a 
certificate to a particular community and/or class of application with
common security requirements;

policy mapping: only applies to cross-certificates; provides a mechanism 
for the signing CA to map its policies to the policies of the CA specified in 
the cross-certificate

policy constraints: it is used in cross-certificatesthe administrator can 
specify the set of acceptable policies in a certificate chain extending from 
a cross-certificate; can specify whether or not all certificates in a chain 
must meet a specific policy;

……

Certification Path Discovery

the certification path discovery problem is as follows: I need to 
find a certification path between a particular remote user’s 
public key and any one of the set of root public key that I already 
know securely
given a CA’s name, a service to retrieve certificates for that CA’s 
public keys issued by other Cas, it is possible to find a 
certification path by working back progressively from the target 
user’s certificate toward a root key, as follows:

step 1: given a certificate issued by CA X, determine the set of Cas 
that have issued certificates for the public key of X;
step 2: if one of the CAs from the Step 1 is a known root authority, 
the required certification path is found, otherwise proceed to Step3;
step 3: for each CA found in Step 1, repeat the Step 1 procedure, 
treating that CA as CA X



given that a suitable certification path has been found, it is then 
necessary to validate that path. This involves such actions as:

verifying the digital signature on each certificate;

checking that the names in the certificates are consistent with a valid 
certification path, that is, the subject of every certificate is the issuer
of the next certificate;

checking that the validity periods of all certificates correctly span the 
time for which validity is being checked;

checking that each certificate has not been revoked. This may be a 
complex process;

checking that the required certificate policies are indicated in the 
certificates;

Certification Path Validation


